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Abstract 
Non-linear one-step formulas are given for the numerical inte-
gration of stiff systems of ordinary differential equations, These 
methods simulate the stiff solution components accurately by taking 
into account the exponential character of these components, The main 
results of this paper are two integration formulas of third order 
accuracy which use only two derivative evaluations per integration 
step. 

Let 
( 1. 1) 
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1 . Definitions 
~ = f(y) 
dx 
represent a set of differential equations of which the (vector) function 
f(y) belongs to a class of sufficient differentiability. The present pa-
per is concerned with the numerical integration of the initial value 
problem for this equation by one-step methods of the type 
( 1 • 2) 
m-Q 
Yn+1 = yn + l j=0 
( j) 
0- k J n 
j-1 ( j) k = h f(y + I A. 1 J!l n n J ' l=0 
.11.0,0 = A 0,-1 = 0 , J = o, 
k (1)) 
n ' 
1 ' ••• , m - 1. 
Here, h = x +1 - x denotes the step length, y the numerical approxi-n n n n 
mation to the solution y(x) at x = x , and 0., .II.. 1 are polynomials n J J, 
or rational functions of h J , where J = J(y ) is the Jacobian matrix 
n n n n 
of ( 1 • 1 ) at y = y . 
n 
FormuJ_a (1.2) is said to have an order of accuracy p when the expan-
sion of y 1 in powers of h agrees within p + 1 terms with the Taylor n+ ·n 
expansion for the local solution y(x) of ( 1. 1) through the point (x ,Y ) . 
n n 
When scheme ( 1. 2) is applied to the model equation 
(1.1') 
it reduces to the form 
(1.2 1 ) 
~ = oy 
dx 
where R(h <S) is a polynomial or rational function 
n 
of h o. We shall call 
n 
R(z) the stability function associated to (1.2). Furthermore, we define 
the stability region S of ( 1. 2) by 
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( 1. 3) s = {z J JR(z) J < 1} • 
Formula (1.2) is called a stable integration formula for equation (1.1) 
when all points h o, o being an eigenvalue of J with Ret5 < O, belong to 
n n 
the stability region S. When S contains the whole left half-plane, for-
mula (1.2) is said to be A-stable (cf. Dahlquist [6]). Otherwise, the sta-
bility condition leads to an upper bound for the step sizes h . 
n 
In constructing appropriate stability functions for the integration 
of stiff equations we shall apply a technique called exponential fitting. 
This technique is frequently used in literature, in particular by Liniger 
and Willoughby [4]. Essentially, it means that the stability function is 
required to satisfy a relation of the type 
( 1. 4) zo -= e 
where o0 is the center of a cluster of eigenvalues of Jn in the left half 
plane. 
Formulas of type (1.2) were alrea(ly given by Rosenbrock [5]: 
0 0 0 = (I-(1-..J.h)h J )-1 0 = ' 1 2 n n ' 
( 1. 5) 
and by Calahan [ 1 J : 
0 = -43 (1_.l( 1H31 3)h J )-1, 0 2 n n 
( 1 • 6) 
A 1, 0 
These formulas are second and third order exact, respectively. 
In this paper we give further one- and two-point formulas which 
are based on the Jacobian matrix J. 
n 
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2. Consistency conditions for one- and two-point formulas 
In this section the conditions are derived for first, second and third 
order accuracy of general two-point· formulas , i.e. formulas of the type 
(2. 1) 
0 (h J )k (O) + 0 (h J )k (1) Yn+1 = Yn + 0 n n n 1 n n n ' 
k ( O) = h g(y ) 
n n n 
Let us define the operator 
, k (1) = h f(y +A 1 0(h J )k (O)) • n n , nn n 
n 
where V denotes the gradient operator with respect to the components 
of y and let n1 f{y) denote the vector of which the components are 
n 
n1 f. (y ) , where f. {y ) is the j-th component of the vector f(y ) • 
J n J n n 
We then can write y n+1 in the form · 
Y +1 = Y + 00 h f(y) + 01 h [f{y) + h D f(y) + n n n n n n n n 
Expansion of the operators 00(h J) , 01(h J) and D(h J) in powers nn nn nn 
of h leads to the expression 
n 
+ c 00 '( o) J + 0 1 ' ( o) J + e 1 ( o) n ( o) Jh 2 f ( y ) + n n n n 
1 II 2 1 II '';) I 
+ ~~0 (0) J n + ~ 1 (0) Jn- + 01(0) D (0)Jn + 
+ 01 '(o) D(0)Jn + ~ 1(o) n2(o)J hn3 f{yn) + 0(hn4) • 
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where the accent means differentiation with respect to h J. 
n n 
By observing that 
and 
I 
D'(O) f(y) =11. 1 0(0) f(y ). Vf(y) = n , n n 
we arrive at the Taylor expansion 
I I 2 
+ [00 (O) + 01 (O) + 01(0) A1,O(o)Jhn Jn f(yn) + 
+ [½>0 11 (0)+½3111 (O)+0,(o)A1 ,0 (0)+0 1 'Co) A1_~ O(o)Jhx/J!f(yn) 
+ ~ 1(o) n2(o) hn3 f(yn) + O(hn4) . 
The Taylor expansion for the local analytical solution y (x) about 
n 
the point x = x is given by 
n 
(2.3) Y (x +h ) = y + h f'(y ) + .Jn 2 J f(y )+ -:Hi61 3 J 2 f(y ) + n n n n n n 2 n n n n n n 
+ -;½161 3 (f(y ).'v)2 f(y) + O(h 4) • 
n n n n 
A comparison of (2.1) and (2.2) reveals that we have first order ac-
curacy when 
(2.4) 
second order accuracy, when, in addition, 
(2.5) 
and third order accuracy when, in addition, 
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1 
=-
(2.6) 
Note that, generally, a one-point formula (01(0)=0) cannot be third 
order exact. 
3. Exponential fitted stability functions 
3 
In addition to satisfying the consistency conditions derived in the 
preceding section,we have to identify the stability function of the in-
tegration formula to a given, appropriately chosen function R(z). 
Restricting our considerations to one- and two-point formulas we are 
led to the identity 
(3.1) . 2 R(z) = 1 + z [eO(z) + e1(z)J + z e1(z) A1, O(z) • 
In table 3.1 some stability functions are collected which have in 
common that they are exponentially fitted at two or three points of the 
z-plane, i.e. z = 0 , z = z1 and 
cularly suited to the integration 
lity functions we refer to [2, 3] 
z = z2 • These functions are parti-
of stiff equations. For further stabi-
It mey be remarked that the stability functions of the Rosenbrock 
and Calahan formula ((1.5) and (1.6), respectively), are special cases 
of the three-cluster function of Liniger and Willoughby. These functions 
arise when we put a 1 = a 2 = 3 - 2✓2 and a 1 = 1 ~ 2✓3/3, a 2 = 1/3, respec-
tively. Furthermore, when we put z1 = z2 , a 1 = g (z 1)/3 and a 2 = 1/3 we 
obtain a two-cluster function of third order,that is a stability function 
which is compatible with the consistency conditions (2.4) - (2.6). 
Table 3. 1 
Two-cluster function 
of first order of 
Liniger-Willoughby[4] 
Three-cluster poly-
nomial of first order 
Reference [3] 
Three-cluster func-
tion of second. or-
der of Liniger-
Willoughby [4] 
Two-cluster poly-
nomial of third order 
Reference [ 3] 
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Stability functions and stability regions 
1-.l(1+a) 2 , 1 
R(z) 
1 
z + 4 
1 
z + 4 
z1 
e 
-- ----
1 - ez1 
s 
Re z < 0 
lz+1I < 1 
I o2 I 
lz•z1 I< I 02-01 I 
I o1 I I z-z2 I< I O I 0i ... 1 
Re z < 0 g(z2)-g(z 1) z2 - z 1 
a,=2z2g(z1)-z1g(z2)'a2=a, g(z2)-g(z,) if a, 
g(z) 2 1 - ez = z 
lz I < 1.1 
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4. One-point formulas 
We recall that one-point formulas are defined by 
( 4. 1) 
Let R(z) be a given stability function. Then we can identify the stability 
function of (4.1) with R(z) by putting (cf. (3,1)). 
(4.2) R(z) -
z 
so that 
(4.1 1 ) 
By imposing the consistency conditions (2.4) and (2.5) on (4.1') we 
deduce that we have a first order formula when 
I (4,3) R(0) = R (0) = 1 
and a second order formula when 
(4.4) R(0) I I I = R (0) = R (0) = 1. 
It is easily verified that all functions R( z) listed in table 3. 1 satisfy 
(4.3) and that,exc.ept for the first two functions, condition (4.4) is also 
satisfied. When the stability functions of Liniger and Willoughby are 
substituted into ( 4. 1 ' ) , we obtain the F ( 1) and F( 2 ) formulas of Liniger 
and Willoughby with a single Newton step [4] . 
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5. Explicit two-point formulas of third order 
We shall derive third order exact integration formulas using two 
function evaluations per integration step. 
Let us try operators of the type 
( 5. 1 ) 
Substitution of these expressions into the consistency condition (2.4)-(2.6) 
yields the relations 
00 + 01 = 1 , 
1 
0o"1 + a 01 = 2 
1 
= -3 
1 
= -3 
These equations are easily solved leaving 
(5.2) 
a, A3, •.. ,Am_2 undetermined: 
Formula (2.1), together with (5.1) and (5.2), defines a class of third 
exact integration formulas. 
The stability polynomial of these formulas is easily seen to be 
-11-
+ ae A 2 zm 1 m-
Hence, when a stability polynomial is desired of the form 
(5.4) 1 2 1 3 4 m R(z) = 1 + z + 2 z + 6 z + s4 z + ... Sm z, 
where s4, ... , Sm are given coefficients, we have to solve a system of 
m-3 non-linear equations, that is the system 
( 5. 5) 
s 1 ' m-
In this paper we restrict our consideration to the case m = 4. Then system 
(5.5) reduce to the single equation 
(5.5') 2 2 2 a ( 3a, -3a+ 1 ) - 6 s4 ( 3a -1 ) = 0. 
In figure 5.1 the behaviour of s4 as a function of a is illustrated. 
0 .J./3 3 
fig,5.1 The function s4(a) defined by (5.5 1 ) 
a 
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From this figure it is seen that for every value of s4 two real solutions a 
exist. When ls4J is small we choose that solution of (5.5) which has the 
larger absolute value in order to avoid large negative and positive values 
of the para.maters e0 and e1 (compare (5.2)). 
In particular, we nucy- identify (5.3) with the third order, two-cluster 
polynomial given in table 3.1. 
( 6. 1) 
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6. A semi-implicit two-point formula of third order 
Next we try operators of the type 
e1(z) = e1 , 
1 + vz 
2 , 
1 - AZ - µz 
1 + vz 
1 - AZ - µz2 
The consistency conditions (2.4) - (2.6) reduce to the relations 
(6.2) 
Furthermore, the stability ·function assumes the form 
(6.3) 
1 + ( e O +e 1 -A ) z + ( e O v+e 1 ( a-A )-µ ) z 2 + e ,(av-µ ) z 3 
1 - AZ - µz2 
We shall try to identify this function with the third order, two-cluster 
function Liniger-Willoughby and at the same time we try to solve equations 
(6.2). 
The identification process yields the equations 
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(6.4) av - µ = 0, 
where a 1 is a free parameter. 
It can be easily verified that equations (6.2) and (6.3) are solved by 
(6.5) 
' \} 
1+3a 1 
- ----12a 
1+a1 
>.. =--
2 µ = -
where a satis:fies the equation 
(6.6) 2 2 9a - 6a + 1 + 3a 1(2a-1) (3a -1) = O. 
In figure 6.1 the behaviour of a. 1 as a function of~ is given. 
..J./3 3 
I 
!v! 
I I 
t 
I I 
! I 
I 
1 
.J./3 2 3 
I I I 
' I I I I I I 
I 
I 
fig. 6.1 The function a 1(a) defined by (6.6) 
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Clearly, equation (6.6) has for every a 1 at least one real solution. In 
order to obtain positive weight parameters e0 and e1 we choose the solution 
which is larger than 1113 in absolute value. 
Formula (2.1), together with (6.1), (6.5) and (6.6), define a one-para-
meter family of third order two-point formulas. It is easily verified that 
these formulas are A-stable for every positive value of the parameter a 1• 
As was proved by Liniger and Willoughby [ 4], exponentially fitting of these 
formulas at z = z 1 leads to positive values of a 1, and therefore, is compa-
tible with A-stability. 
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7. Summary of formulas 
In this section some of the exponential fitted integration formulas 
considered in preceding sections are summarized. 
( 7. 1) 
(7.2) 
F( 1) formula of Liniger and Willoughby with a single Newton step 
1 
z, 
s, e = ---
z, z, 
1 
- e 
p = 1 , A-stable , 
' 
J = J + 0( 1) 
n 
as h -+ O , 
n 
Explicit three-cluster formula of first order (E( 1)) 
I z-z 1 I < ✓ I z 1 I if z2 = z1 , h -+ 0 n 
(7. 3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
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F(2) formula of Liniger and Willoughby with a single Newton step 
p = 2, A-stable if a 1 > 0 and a 2 > 0, J = J + O(h) ash ➔ 0. n n n 
F( 3) formula of Liniger and Willoughby with a single Newton step 
Special case of formula (7.2) with 
1 a=-
•1 3z 1 
z1 2 2 
e (12-6z 1+z1 ) - (12+6z 1+z 1 ) 
z1 
e (2-z 1) - (2+z 1) 
p = 2, A-stable it Re z 1 < 0, J = J + 0(h) as h ➔ 0 • n n n 
Semi-implicit two-cluster formula of third order (8( 3)) 
3a2 1 
y = y + 
n+1 n 301 2 
k (0) + _J_ k (1) 
n 3a2 n ' 
k ( 1 ) = h f(y + a k (O)) 
n n n n ' 
9a2 - 6a + 1 + 3a 1(2a-1) (3a2-1) = 0, a 1 according to (7.4) , 
p = 3 ' 2 A-stable if Re z1 < 0, J = J + 0(h ) as h ➔ 0 . n n n 
(7.6) 
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Explicit two-cluster formula of third order (E( 3)) 
3,l-1 k (0) +-1- k (1) 
Y n+1 = y n + 3a2 n 3a2 n 
k ( 1) = h f(y +ak (O)) 
n n n n ' 
2 2 2 
a(3a -3a+1) - 6tj/3a-1) = 0, 1\ = 
p = 3 , lzl < 1.1 , I I 1 •8 J = J + O(h 2 ) as z-z1 < 2, n n I z 1 I 
h -+ 0 • 
n 
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8. Concluding remarks 
Finally, we give in table 8. 1 a rough evaluation of the six exponen-
tial fitted integration formulas summarized in the preceding section. 
Table 8.1 Evaluation of the integration 
formulas (7.1) - (7.6) 
Property Integration formula 
High order of accuracy 8(3) , E(3) 
Little computational work E ( 1 ) 
Large stability regions F( 1 ) F(2) , F(3) , 
Two-cluster spectra F( 1 ) , E ( 1 ) F(3) , 
Three-cluster spectra F(2) , E ( 1 ) 
8(3) 
8(3) E(3) 
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